Date: July 28, 2010
Products: Headway™
EPA Registration No. 100-1216
Use: For use on Brown Ring Patch (*Waitea circinata* var *circinata*) on turf
States: New York

This recommendation is made under the authority of FIFRA Section 2(ee) and recommends an application of Headway to turf at the recommended rates in the above state.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

1. Use 1.5 – 3.0 fl. oz/1,000 sq. ft. of Headway on turf. Apply at 14-28 day intervals.
2. Apply when conditions are favorable for disease development.
3. Do not apply more than 8.1 gals. of product/acre/year (23.75 fl. oz. of product/1000 sq. ft./year.)

The user must refer to the federally approved labels for the above noted product and read and follow all directions for use, restrictions, and precautions.

The user should have this recommendation in its possession at the time of use.

This recommendation for use of Headway is permitted under Section 2(ee) of FIFRA and has not been submitted to or been approved by EPA.
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